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executive summary



we have reduced equity weightings to a tactical “underweight” across all strategies



our ETF portfolios containing equities are currently outperforming their benchmarks
by between 5% and 10% year-to-date. We increased our equity weightings to
“overweight” in early May. We feel it is now prudent to lock-in these significant gains



our technical signals are currently mixed for equity markets outside the US. We are
most underweight Asia ex-Japan, European and emerging market equities



we continue to be overweight US equities overall, with the focus on technology and

ESG


all 5 of our ETF portfolios continue to show significant outperformance on every time
horizon
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outperforming benchmarks
across the board*

* as of 31st August 2020
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SWM global positioning matrix:
September 2020
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resistance
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and silver in
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overweight:
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neutral: support
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Europe

underweight:
long-term
downtrend despite
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government:
neutral;
high-grade
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bonds

Japan
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US equities: watch for possible
supply / demand negative crossover

Oct-19

Mar-20

Sep-20

source: Lowry technical research
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US ESG ETF remains in up-trend

vs. global equities
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Asia ex-Japan still in
a long-term down-trend

vs. global equities
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cloud computing ETF
still in strong up-trend

vs. global
equities
vs. global
equities
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US Treasuries at long-term support
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gold remains in long-term up-trend
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Euro Covid-rally vs. USD now looks overdone
hitting a ceiling:
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US dollar now oversold post Covid decline

forming a floor
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investors chronicle headline, April 2020:
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flows into ESG ETFs are exploding
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what is ESG?


CFA institute definitions:

source: CFA Institute
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Covid will spur a wave of
innovation and growth


“why are markets rallying when a global recession is approaching?”



a wave of economic and societal transformation has been unleashed by Covid



This will create significant growth and employment in many industries, including:


climate change / environmental protection



medical / med-tech



supply chain digitalisation



remote working and e-learning



cybersecurity and data privacy



employee health and safety



cashless society / e-banking
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digital and cleantech technologies
are core investments post-crisis


“two years’ worth of digital transformation has occurred in two months”
Satya Nadella, CEO of Microsoft, 29th April 2020



digital and blockchain technology can increase efficiency, reduce costs, drive democracy and reduce

corruption


China supported its low-carbon sector generously post the 2009 GFC, and is now ahead of many
developed economies in the technology competition



South Korea spent a significant proportion of its budget to tackle the 2008 financial crisis on green stimulus

measures. It is now a world leader in batteries and other low-carbon technologies


democratisation of access to digital currencies via smartphones: the world’s 1.7bn “unbanked”



blockchain-enabled decentralised corporate governance hugely increases transparency and accountability
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contact us

email: info@securewm.com
website: www.securewm.com
Secure Wealth Management
25 avenue Adrien Lachenal
1290 Versoix
Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 755 3378
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disclaimer / risk warning
This document is intended for information purposes only and you should not take, or refrain from taking any action as a consequence of it,
without consulting a suitably qualified person. This document is not intended for use by persons located or resident in jurisdictions which
restrict the publication of this document or the availability of its content. The content of this document does not constitute an offer to sell or a
solicitation to purchase, nor an advice or a recommendation to acquire or dispose of any investment or to engage in any other transaction. This
document should not be distributed to, or used by, any person or entity, in any jurisdiction where such activities would be unlawful or where it
would require Secure Wealth Management Limited (“SWM”) or any of its affiliates to be registered, licensed, authorized, approved or otherwise
qualified. The information contained in this document is not intended to provide professional advice and should not be relied upon in that
regard. Investors are advised to obtain appropriate professional advice where necessary. Investment involves risks. Past performance is not
indicative of future results of an investment. The value of an investment may fall as well as rise and may become valueless and investors may
not be able to recover the amount invested. Investors are advised to contact the entity with which they deal, or the entity that provided this
document to them, if they require further information. The information in this document has been obtained or derived from sources believed by
SWM to be reliable, but SWM makes no guarantee, representation or warranty and accepts no responsibility or liability as to its accuracy or
completeness. Any opinions or estimates contained in this document represent the judgement of SWM at the time of the publication of this
document and are subject to change without notice.
The content of this document is protected by legal copyright and this document may not be reproduced or further distributed in whole or in part
for any purpose without the prior written consent of SWM.iShares® and BlackRock® are registered trademarks of BlackRock, Inc. and its
affiliates (“BlackRock”) and are used under license. BlackRock makes no representations or warranties regarding the advisability of investing
in any product or service offered by Secure Wealth Management Limited, Christchurch, New Zealand, succursale de Versoix, Suisse.
BlackRock has no obligation or liability in connection with the operation, marketing, trading or sale of any product or service offered by Secure
Wealth Management Limited, Christchurch, New Zealand, succursale de Versoix, Suisse.
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